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The entranceway to the 2019 IBPA Awards Ceremony at 
the Hainan Bridge Festival, Sanya city, Hainan province, China, 

on September 29, 2019 
 

 
 

Jian Jian (J.J.) Wang, HBF Promotion Ambassador, enters the auditorium 
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The 2019 IBPA Awards 
Ceremony Auditorium 

in Sanya 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The fabulous light show rehearsal precedes the 
2019 IBPA Awards Ceremony 

at the Hainan Bridge Festival in Sanya
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International Bridge Press Association president Barry Rigal takes the 
podium to announce that Hainan Bridge Festival founder Zhu Qingfeng 

has been inaugurated as the Honorary Chairman of the IBPA 
 
 

 
 

Zhu Qingfeng and Barry Rigal cement the relationship between HBF and IBPA 
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The award winners at the dais, l. to r.: 
Michael Whibley, Keri Klinger Memorial Declarer Play of the Year; 

Peter Boyd, Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year; 
Michal Klukowski, IBPA Personality of the Year; 

Steve Robinson, Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year; 
Kevin Rosenberg, Richard Freeman Junior Deal of the Year; 
Pablo Ravenna, Gidwani Family Trust Defence of the Year 
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IBPA Personality of the Year 
 

Michal Klukowski, Poland 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
To say that Michal Klukowski burst upon the bridge scene recently would not quite be accurate. 
Though still in his early twenties and still eligible for Junior events, Klukowski has already had the 
distinction of winning an Open World Team Championship and then, subsequently, a World Junior 
Team Championship. Only Roland Rohowsky of Germany had previously accomplished this feat. 
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Klukowski first came to world prominence in 2012, winning the Youngsters (Under-21) World 
Team Championship in Taicang as a member of the Polish team. (He had begun winning Polish 
Championships in 2011, at 15 years of age.) Two years later, he won the Rosenblum Cup in Sanya 
and then, in 2015, won the Bermuda Bowl in Chennai. In 2016, the second Youth bookend was put 
into place when Klukowski won the Junior (Under-26) World Team Championship in Salsomaggiore. 
Then, last year, came another Rosenblum win, or almost. Although his team (Zimmermann) won the 
final, they were knocked down to second place due to an adverse drug-test ruling on one of 
Klukowski’s teammates, Geir Helgemo. Upon appeal, the win was reinstated, with the support of 
their opponents, Lavazza–that was Klukowski’s fifth World Championship. 
 
Although he will be eligible for one more Junior World Team Championship, another victory in that 
event might be problematic since he’ll be moving to Switzerland with his partner, Piotr Gawrys, to 
join the new-look Zimmermann team. That having been said, many more Open Team wins will likely 
follow. 
 
Klukowski is currently just 23 years of age; his partner Gawrys won a World Championship 12 years 
before Klukowski was even born (the 1984 Olympiad Teams in Seattle, as a youngster himself). He 
obviously recognised the teenager’s talent early on, snapping him up as a partner five years ago and 
winning the Rosenblum in the process, defeating, ironically, their current sponsor Zimmermann, in 
the final. Klukowski has had lots of success in European and ACBL Championships as well, with 
several wins and other high finishes under his belt. 
 
 

 
 
 

Michal Klukowski accepts the award as IBPA Personality of the Year 
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Here is Michal Klukowski in action as described by Ron Klinger in Ron’s article about the 2014 
Rosenblum Cup. Klukowski was 18 years old at the time. 
 
A Star Has Risen in the East 
 
The final of the Rosenblum World Open Knockout Teams Championship between the Polish team 
MAZURKIEWICZ (Marcin Mazurkiewicz/Krzysztof Jassem, Piotr Gawrys/Michal Klukowski, 
Stanislaw Golebiowski/Wlodzimierz Starkowski) and MONACO (Pierre Zimmermann/Franck 
Multon, Fulvio Fantoni/Claudio Nunes, Geir Helgemo/Tor Helness), the favourites to win the title, 
was over 56 boards in four sessions. 
 
The first significant result arose on Board 5 and features Poland’s newest star, Michal Klukowski. 
 
 Dealer North. NS Vul. 
   [ A Q 7 2 
   ] K 5 4 3 
   { A 6 3 2 
   } 3 
 [ 8 6 4   [ K J 10 9 5 
 ] 8   ] A 9 6 
 { 9 4   { J 10 8 5 
 } A J 9 8 7 5 4   } Q 
   [ 3 
   ] Q J 10 7 2 
   { K Q 7 
   } K 10 6 2 
 
At one table, Jassem/Mazurkiewicz had saved in four spades doubled over four hearts, ceding 300 
points. The sacrifice would have been worthwhile if four hearts could be made, but was that likely? 
 
 West North East South 
 Helgemo Gawrys Helness Klukowski 
 – 1{ 1[ 2] 
 2[ 3] Pass 3[ 
 4} 4] Pass Pass 
 Pass 
 
The four of spades was led to the ace, five and three. Declarer played the three of clubs and let 
East’s queen hold the trick. East switched to the five of diamonds, won by South with the king. 
Declarer played the queen of hearts, ducked by East, and continued with the jack of hearts, won by 
the ace as West discarded a club. East returned the nine of hearts to dummy’s king. That left one 
trump in dummy. South had three club losers and could ruff only one of them. South ruffed dummy’s 
two of spades, played the seven of diamonds to dummy’s ace, then ruffed the seven of spades. This 
was the position: 
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   [ Q 
   ] 5 
   { 6 3 
   } – 
 [ –   [ K J 
 ] –   ] – 
 { –   { J 10 
 } A J 9 8   } – 
   [ – 
   ] – 
   { Q 
   } K 10 6 
 
Declarer had lost only one trick so far. He played the king of clubs. West took the ace and South 
discarded the three of diamonds from dummy. West was endplayed and could not avoid letting 
South make a trick with the ten of clubs; North/South plus 620 and an 8-IMP gain. 
 
We might well have recognised Michal Klukowski as “IBPA Personality of the Year” in any of the 
years after that Rosenblum win. Nonetheless, at 23, he is still our youngest-ever winner. 
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Keri Klinger Memorial 
Declarer Play of the Year 

 
Winner: Michael Whibley (New Zealand) 

Journalist: Liam Milne (Australia) 
Article: The 2019 Gold Coast Congress 

Event: 58th Gold Coast Congress, Broadbeach, QLD. Australia, Feb. 15-23, 2019 
Open Teams Qualifying Match 4, McAllister v. Cormack 

Source: IBPA Bulletin 650, March 2019, p. 19 
 
 

 
 

Michael Whibley takes to the podium to accept his award for the 
Keri Klinger Memorial Declarer Play of the Year 

 
 
 
 

 
Once in a while, a play or bid is found which is breathtaking in its originality. Such a play was found 
by Michael Whibley of New Zealand as declarer on the following deal, authored by Liam Milne of 
Sydney. 
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Open Teams Qualifying Match 4 
Liam Milne, Sydney 

 
In the last match of day one of the Open Teams, the second seeds McALLISTER (John 
McAllister/Sartaj Hans, Michael Whibley/Matthew Brown) took on ninth-seeded CORMACK (Jan 
Cormack/Stephen Lester, Jet Liu/Jun Lei). This was a fine piece of deception by Whibley:  
 
   Board 16. Dealer West. EW Vul. 
     [ J 10 6 4 
     ] J 9 8 5 
     { K Q 9 7 
     } 3 
   [ K Q 8 5    [ A 9 
   ] 7 4 3    ] K Q 10 
   { A 8    { 6 5 4 
   } A K 4 2    } J 10 8 6 5 
     [ 7 3 2 
     ] A 6 2 
     { J 10 3 2 
     } Q 9 7 
 
 West North East South  
 Whibley Cormack Brown Lester  
 1NT Pass 3}1 Pass  
 3{2 Pass 3NT Pass  
 Pass Pass Pass 
 1. Puppet Stayman 
 2. No 5-card major 
 
Cormack led the spade jack. If declarer takes this and misguesses clubs, the defence will have no 
problem switching to diamonds and the final result will be one down. Many tables did exactly that. 
Not Whibley: he ducked the jack of spades in both hands! The defence naturally continued spades 
and, when they got in with the queen of clubs, played another spade, transfixed by the trick one 
duck into believing that this was declarer’s weak suit. Now Whibley had time to set up the ninth 
trick in hearts for plus 600. 
 
At the other table, McAllister as North doubled a Precision one-club opening to show both majors. 
This backfired when it got Hans off to the wrong lead (a low heart) and declarer also used the 
information to pick the club suit up for plus 660 and 2 IMPs to CORMACK. 
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Liam Milne, winning journalist for Michael Whibley’s deal, enters the auditorium 
 
 
 

Other Shortlisted Candidates 
 
 Player  Author Bulletin 
 Fu Zhong  Jerry Li 645 Oct. 2018, p. 8 
 Barbara Travis Ron Klinger 648 Jan. 2019, p. 3 
 Tom Johansen  Knut Kjærnsrød 649 Feb. 2019, p. 4 
 Nils Kvangraven  Knut Kjærnsrød 649 Feb. 2019, p. 5 
 Norberto Bocchi  David Stern 652 May 2019, p. 7 
 Tor Eivind Grude Nils Kvangraven 652 May 2019, p. 8 
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Gidwani Family Trust 
Defence of the Year 

 
 

Winner: Pablo Ravenna (Argentina) 
Journalist: Ana Roth & Fernando Lema (Argentina) 

Article: 11th Rosenblum Cup 
Event: 15th World Bridge Series, Orlando, FL, USA, Sep. 21-Oct. 6, 2018 

Source: IBPA Bulletin 639, April 2018, p. 3 
 
 

 
 

Pablo Ravenna receives his award for the 
Gidwani Family Trust Defence of the Year 
at the IBPA Awards Ceremony in Sanya 

 
 
 
 
 
Most times, defence is a partnership effort, but occasionally, a single play or a series of plays by one 
player stands out, while his partner is little more than a bystander, following suit throughout. Such 
was the case here, as Pablo Ravenna’s star shone brightly. 
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The venue for the 15th World Bridge Series — Orlando World Center Marriott 

 

Rosenblum Quarterfinal Stanza 2 
CHAGAS v LAVAZZA 

Ana Roth & Fernando Lema, Buenos Aries 
 
The LAVAZZA versus CHAGAS match was dramatic until the last board. In the end, LAVAZZA 
won by 6 IMPs and made their way to the semifinals. At one of the tables, the Italian team was 
represented by Dennis Bilde/Giorgio Duboin as North/South while for the CHAGAS team, Marcos 
Thoma sat West and Pablo Ravenna East. 
 
The following board saw an excellent defence by Ravenna that managed to fool the declarer into 
going down in a cold contract. 
 
  Board 52. Dealer West. Neither Vul. 
   [ A K 10 7 6 5 3 
   ] A 10 4 
   { J 
   } 3 2   
 [ Q 4   [ J 2 
 ] K Q 9 2   ] 8 7 6 5 3   
 { A K Q 6   { 9 8 7 4 3 
 } Q 8 4   } A  
   [ 9 8  
   ] J 
   { 10 5 2 
   } K J 10 9 7 6 5 
 
 West North East South 
 Thoma Bilde Ravenna Duboin 
 1} 1[ Double Pass 
 4] 4[ Pass Pass 
 Double Pass Pass Pass 
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Ravenna led the ace of clubs. After winning the first trick, East shifted to a trump to stop declarer’s 
potential heart ruffs. Looking at dummy’s nine-eight of spades, he led the two so that declarer could 
not develop a late entry to the table with the nine of spades. Bilde played the eight of spades, Thoma 
the queen, and declarer won with his trump ace. 
 
The BBO commentators thought that it looked like minus 590 at this point. However, Bilde 
continued with a club and Ravenna discarded the eight of hearts. He was still thinking about denying 
declarer the nine of spades as an entry to the clubs in dummy. Declarer won the trick with the king 
of clubs. At that point, Bilde believed that Thoma had both of the remaining trumps. 
 
Declarer played another club and, after this play, he could no longer make the contract. When Bilde 
played dummy’s six of clubs, Thoma played his queen, Bilde ruffed with the seven of spades and 
Ravenna discarded another heart. Declarer continued with the ace of hearts, ruffed a heart in 
dummy, and then played a club. Thoma ruffed with his four of spades and Bilde threw his last heart 
loser. Ravenna pitched his last heart too. Thoma returned the king of hearts; Bilde ruffed with 
the six of spades, but Ravenna now over-ruffed and the diamond trick to come meant one off. That 
was fantastic defence. Bravo! 
 
Double dummy, there is no legitimate way to beat four spades. After the ace of clubs lead and, say, a 
spade shift, declarer utilizes the bidding to deduce that West holds all the red high cards and draws 
trumps, squeeze-endplaying him. 
 

 
 

Fernando Lema, Pablo Ravenna’s award-winning journalist, makes his entrance 
 

Other Shortlisted Candidates 
 
 Player  Author Bulletin 
 Justyna Zmuda  Marek Wojcicki 643 Aug. 2018, p. 20 
 Liam Milne/Tor Eivind Grude Ron Klinger 644 Sep. 2018, p. 7 
 Thomas Bessis  Jerry Li 649 Feb. 2019, p. 3 
 Adam Wildavsky/Doug Doub  Suzi Subeck 653 Jun. 2019, p. 2 
 John Diamond Suzi Subeck 653 Jun. 2019, p. 6 
 Ajay Khare/Raju Tolani  Anant Bhagwat 653 Jun. 2019, p. 17 
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Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year 
 
 

Winners: Peter Boyd/Steve Robinson (USA) 
Journalist: Chip Dombrowski (USA) 

Article: Inclusion 
Event: 2018 Fall NABC, Honolulu, HI, USA, Nov. 22-Dec. 3 

Baze Senior KO Quarterfinals 
Source: IBPA Bulletin 647, December 2019, p. 6 

 

 
 

Peter Boyd accepts the Award for the Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year 
 

 
 

Steve Robinson accepts the Award for the Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year 
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Peter Boyd and Steve Robinson have been playing together for decades and have many thoughtful, 
delicate and/or unusual agreements. They used one such agreement here to reach a 26-HCP grand 
slam in the Baze Senior Knockout Teams in Honolulu. 
 
 

  
 Diamondhead from Waikiki Beach 

 

 

Inclusion 
Chip Dombrowski, Memphis 

 
Playing in the quarterfinals of the Baze Senior KO, Steve Robinson and Peter Boyd employed an 
unusual control-asking treatment that landed them in the plum spot. 
 
Dealer North. NS Vul. 
   [ K J 10 9 7 4 
   ] A 6 
   { A J 7 
   } K 10 
 [ 6   [ Q 5 
 ] 9   ] Q J 8 3 
 { 6 4 3 2   { Q 9 8 
 } A Q 9 8 4 3 2  } J 7 6 5 
   [ A 8 3 2 
   ] K 10 7 5 4 2 
   { K 10 5 
   } – 
 
 West North East South 
      Robinson    Boyd 
 – 1[ Pass 4}1 
 Pass 5}2 Pass 5[3 
 Pass 5NT4 Pass 7[ 
 Pass Pass Pass 

1. Splinter 
2. ‘Key-Card’ ask, including a club void 
3. 2 key cards (club void is a key card), no [Q 
4. King ask; guarantees all key cards and the spade queen 
 

That was a handy little gadget to have in the toolbox! Should it be called “Roman Key Card Inclusion 
Super Gerber”? 
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Other Shortlisted Candidates 
 
 Player  Author Bulletin 
 Michal Klukowski/Piotr Zatorski  Fu Qiang 643 Aug. 2018, p. 5 
 Jeff Meckstroth/Eric Rodwell David Bird 645 Oct. 2018, p. 12 
 Denis Bilde/Giorgio Duboin  Brian Senior 645 Oct. 2018, p. 13 
 Andrew Robson David Bird 645 Oct. 2018, p. 16 
 Simon Hult/Peter Bertheau ACBL Bulletin 651 Apr. 2019, p. 13 
 Nicola Smith/Yvonne Wiseman Mark Horton 653 Jun. 2019, p. 13 
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Richard Freeman 
Junior Deal of the Year 

 
 

Winner: Kevin Rosenberg (USA) 
Journalist: John Hurd (USA) 

Article: Hurts So Good 
Event: 2019 Spring NABC, Memphis, TN, USA, Platinum Pairs 

Source: IBPA Bulletin 651, April 2019, p. 12 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Kevin Rosenberg at the podium — 
Kevin won the Richard Freeman Junior Deal of the Year award 
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Hurts So Good 
John Hurd, New York City 

 
 Board 8. Dealer East. Neither Vul.  
   [ A Q 8 3 
   ] J 5 2 
   { K Q 4 3 
   } A 10 
 
   [ J 10 
   ] K 10 8 7 6 
   { A 10 7 6 
   } K 7 
 
Here, you reach four hearts from the South seat: 
 
 West North East South 
 – – Pass 1] 
 Pass 2} Pass 2{ 
 Pass 2] Pass 2NT 
 Pass 3{ Pass 3] 
 Pass 3[ Pass 3NT 
 Pass 4] Pass Pass 
 Pass 
 
South showed his 2=5=4=2 shape and admitted that he would cooperate with a slam venture over 
three spades, rejected by North. As declarer, you win the club lead in dummy and have to decide 
how to play trumps. At the table, declarer, Hurd, led a low heart from the board, took the queen 
with the king, and then ran the eight of hearts. This was the full deal: 
 
   [ A Q 8 3 
   ] J 5 2  
   { K Q 4 3 
   } A 10 
 [ K 9 7 6 4   [ 5 2 
 ] 4 3   ] A Q 9 
 { 9 8 5   { J 2 
 } 9 4 3   } Q J 8 6 5 2 
   [ J 10 
   ] K 10 8 7 6 
   { A 10 7 6 
   } K 7 
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When Kevin Rosenberg made the nine, he not only had a brilliancy prize entry, but the admiration of 
his opponents, Jeff Meckstroth and myself, and his own partner, David Gold! 
 

 
Other Shortlisted Candidates 

 
 Player  Author Bulletin 
 Tuana Altun  Suleyman Kolata 642 Jul. 2018, p. 19 
 Aleksi Aaltu Kees Tammens 644 Sep. 2018, p. 13 
 Julien Bernard  Kees Tammens 648 Jan. 2019, p. 4 
 Sanna Clementsson  Mark Horton 651 Apr. 2019, p. 6 
 Thibo Sprinkhuisen/Guy Mendes Aarnout Helmich 652 May 2019, p. 16 
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Master Point Press 

IBPA Book of the Year 
(Awarded at the IBPA AGM at the World Bridge Championships 

in Wuhan, September 23, 2019) 

 
Master of Bridge Psychology: Inside the 

Remarkable Mind of Peter Fredin 
By Jeppe Juhl, with Peter Fredin 

Master Point Press, Toronto (April 15, 2019); paperback, 240 pp. 
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From the publisher: This may be the funniest bridge biography you will ever read. Peter Fredin of 
Sweden won the 2009 European Pairs championship and is a multiple medalist in events at the world 
level. His style and approach to bridge owe more to psychology than to the mathematics of the 
game, something that often lands him in unusual situations at the table. Being one of the world’s best 
card players, he can generally find a way to extricate himself. Danish journalist Jeppe Juhl, a close 
personal friend of Fredin, has collected some of Fredin’s best and worst moments into a book that 
offers superlative entertainment for any bridge player. 
 
Jeppe Juhl is an award-winning print and TV journalist who is an expert player of poker, bridge, 
chess, backgammon and Scrabble. Peter Fredin (Sweden) has several top-three finishes in world pairs 
and teams competitions and has won numerous events in his native Sweden and around the world. 
Other top-level experts fear and respect him as a challenging opponent, whose imaginative style 
along with his exceptional card-reading puts them under constant pressure. 
 
 

 
 

Peter Fredin at the table 
 
From The Bridge World: This is not your typical bridge biography.  Along with the brilliancies, Juhl 
displays the dark side — Fredin's explosive temper, his banishment from the Swedish national team, 
some seemingly-incredible blunders where a weak declarer would have succeeded easily, and the 
endless controversies (including his bold comments that the bridge cheats are still lurking, despite 
the 2015 purge of some prominent offenders). Several deals feature original plays and coups that few 
have ever seen or considered before. Bruce Altshuler, The Bridge World, 02/15/2019. 
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Other Shortlisted Candidates 
 
David Bird & Larry Cohen, On the Other Hand: Bridge Cardplay Explained, Master Point Press, 2019, 
228 pp. 
 
Eric Kokish & Mark Horton, Close Encounters Book 2: Bridge’s Greatest Matches (2003‐2017), Master 
Point Press, 2019, 318 pp. 
 
Adam Parrish, When to Bid Notrump (And How to Play It), Bridge Winners Press, 2019, 255 pp. 
 
Marc Smith, Enterprising Bridge Tales – The Next Generation, “To boldly go where no bridge players 
have gone before”, Master Point Press, 2018, 247 pp. 
 
Avon Wilsmore, Under the Table: The Case Against the Blue Team, Hamman & Associates, LLC, 2019, 
396 pp. 
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Alan Truscott Memorial Award 
(Awarded at the IBPA AGM at the World Bridge Championships 

in Wuhan, September 23, 2019) 

 
Alan Truscott, circa 1964, The New York Times 

 
The Alan Truscott Award is presented periodically to an individual or organisation that, in the 
opinion of the IBPA Executive, has done something in the world of bridge that Alan would have 
approved of and appreciated. Alan was an IBPA Executive member, serving as its president from 
1981 to 1985 and was the long-time bridge editor of the New York Times. Alan was also a fine 
player: before leaving Great Britain for the United States, Alan represented Great Britain 
internationally, earning a first and second in the European Team Championships and a third in the 
Bermuda Bowl. Before such things were forbidden, he served as the NPC for Bermuda and Brazil in 
World Championships. 

 

2019 Recipient: Simon Cochemé 
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Simon Cochemé has worn many hats and has had many successes in bridge although, as he would 
hasten to add, not necessarily at the table. The IBPA Executive believes Alan would have heartily 
approved of Simon’s receiving the named after him. Here are a few of Simon’s achievements; 
 
Bachelor Bridge: The Amorous Adventures of Jack O'Hearts, (Master Bridge) Paperback, published in 
1994 was co-written with David Bird and concerns the bridge-playing Jack O'Hearts searching high 
and low for the perfect partner. Stepping alphabetically and uncertainly from Anna to Bianca, Claire 
and Debbie, all the way to Zoe, he plays in such exotic surroundings as the Cockney Club (where 
the bidding is in rhyming slang), a Gauloise-scented club in Paris, and Interview Room D of the local 
police station. The characters of the various players are reflected in their bidding and play. 
 
Simon also writes a witty column which appears monthly in English Bridge magazine. He celebrated 
his 70th birthday with a duplicate at the Young Chelsea Bridge Club at the end of November, 2017. 
The deals were ‘prepared’, each containing a problem of one sort or another, some well-known, 
others less so. The question was, would the players reach the intended contracts and recognise the 
problem, or would they find their own unique way to get lost? The party was overseen by club 
manager Nick Sandqvist. 
 
Simon was editor of Night of the Stars, a charity pro-am with a booklet of the deals analysed by top 
players. Typically, more than 50 tables took part, with a star at each table. About ten bridge clubs 
also played the same deals. 
 
Simon was the chief organiser of the Lederer Memorial Trophy, a small and exclusive invitational 
teams event held annually at the Young Chelsea Bridge Club (and now at the Royal Automobile 
Club). One of Simon’s duties was to ensure that a high-quality field was present at each edition. 
 
Bridge the Musical, a musical play written by Simon features well-known songs as its themes. This is 
the synopsis: Overture (Bridge over Troubled Water). Act I. The scene is a bridge club, run by Red 
Pepper, a Vietnam vet. One of the members, Regina, is in a troubled relationship with Jacques and 
believes he doesn’t really love her (Wooden Heart). Lucy, a free spirit, picks up a wonderful hand 
with eight diamonds (Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend). She overbids and the other three players 
comment (Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds). She is extremely fortunate that her partner, Francisco, puts 
down an excellent dummy and Regina and Jacques eye it jealously (I Wanna Hold Your Hand). Lucy 
plays poorly. With three tricks left, she realises she has cut herself off from a winner in dummy (I 
Left My Heart in the Hand of Francisco), while Regina and Jacques console Francisco (Your Tiny Hand is 
Frozen). 
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The John E. Simon 
IBPA Sportsmanship of the Year Award 

(Awarded at the IBPA AGM at the World Bridge Championships 
in Wuhan, September 23, 2019) 

 

 
John E. Simon 

 

 
 
 
 
 
The John E. Simon IBPA Sportsmanship 
Award is presented periodically, when 
justified, to an individual, pair, team or 
group which displays an outstanding act of 
sportsmanlike conduct in bridge, at or 
away from the table. 
 
 

2019 Recipient: The Australian Junior 
(Under-26) Team at the Open World 

Youth Championships 
 

 
 

The Australian Under-26 team at the Joan Gerard Awards presentation during 
the 2019 Open World Youth Championships in Opatija, Croatia: 

(l. to r.) Non-Playing Captain Michael Doecke, Renée Cooper, Jamie Thompson, 
Andrew Spooner, Nicholas Ranson, John McMahon, Matthew Smith 
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Renée Cooper accepts the John E. Simon IBPA Sportsmanship of the Year Award 
on behalf of her team from John Carruthers, IBPA Bulletin Editor 

 
 

By now, it is well-known that the Australian Junior (Under-26) team at the recent World Open 
Youth Championships in Opatija, Croatia, reported a scoring error in their opponents’ favour that 
resulted in a draw in their quarterfinal knockout match against Japan instead of a win by Australia. 
The error was just a single IMP and, prior to the correction, both teams had thought that Australia 
had won the match by that 1 IMP. Instead, the conditions of contest mandated a two-board playoff 
for a drawn match. Australia won the playoff by 4 IMPs. 
 
That display of integrity won the Australian team the Joan Gerard Award in the Under-26 category 
at the Youth Championships in Opatija. The awards, named in honour of Joan Gerard, whose 
dedication and selfless contributions to bridge in New York, the ACBL and the WBF lasted 
throughout her lifetime, are presented in Under-16, Under-21, Under-26 and Under-26 Women 
divisions, go to players who best embody the attributes of sportsmanship, friendliness and 
competitiveness during the World Open Youth Championships. 
 
IBPA is delighted to add to the plaudits by awarding the Australian team the John E. Simon 
Sportsmanship of the Year Award. The Simon Award is given periodically to a player, pair or team 
who exhibits a high degree of sportsmanlike behaviour. The Australian team comprised Renée 
Cooper, John McMahon, Nicholas Ranson, Matthew Smith, Andrew Spooner and Jamie Thompson, 
with Michael Doecke as their NPC. 
 
When congratulated on their fine sportsmanship and integrity, NPC Michael Doecke commented 
graciously, “I've passed your message on to John and Nico who were the ones that recognised the 
error. Although they appreciate the sentiment, every single team we have played against has 
displayed outstanding sportsmanship. In the same position, I'm certain that the Japanese team (or any 
other team) would have done the same thing.” 
 
Renée Cooper was presented with the award on behalf of her team in Wuhan, China, September 
23rd on the occasion of the IBPA Annual General Meeting. 
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	Bachelor Bridge: The Amorous Adventures of Jack O'Hearts, (Master Bridge) Paperback, published in 1994 was co-written with David Bird and concerns the bridge-playing Jack O'Hearts searching high and low for the perfect partner. Stepping alphabetically and uncertainly from Anna to Bianca, Claire and Debbie, all the way to Zoe, he plays in such exotic surroundings as the Cockney Club (where the bidding is in rhyming slang), a Gauloise-scented club in Paris, and Interview Room D of the local police station. The characters of the various players are reflected in their bidding and play.
	Simon was the chief organiser of the Lederer Memorial Trophy, a small and exclusive invitational teams event held annually at the Young Chelsea Bridge Club (and now at the Royal Automobile Club). One of Simon’s duties was to ensure that a high-quality field was present at each edition.
	Bridge the Musical, a musical play written by Simon features well-known songs as its themes. This is the synopsis: Overture (Bridge over Troubled Water). Act I. The scene is a bridge club, run by Red Pepper, a Vietnam vet. One of the members, Regina, is in a troubled relationship with Jacques and believes he doesn’t really love her (Wooden Heart). Lucy, a free spirit, picks up a wonderful hand with eight diamonds (Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend). She overbids and the other three players comment (Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds). She is extremely fortunate that her partner, Francisco, puts down an excellent dummy and Regina and Jacques eye it jealously (I Wanna Hold Your Hand). Lucy plays poorly. With three tricks left, she realises she has cut herself off from a winner in dummy (I Left My Heart in the Hand of Francisco), while Regina and Jacques console Francisco (Your Tiny Hand is Frozen).
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Jian Jian (J.J.) Wang, HBF Promotion Ambassador, enters the auditorium






The 2019 IBPA Awards

Ceremony Auditorium

in Sanya













The fabulous light show rehearsal precedes the

2019 IBPA Awards Ceremony

at the Hainan Bridge Festival in Sanya








International Bridge Press Association president Barry Rigal takes the

podium to announce that Hainan Bridge Festival founder Zhu Qingfeng

has been inaugurated as the Honorary Chairman of the IBPA









Zhu Qingfeng and Barry Rigal cement the relationship between HBF and IBPA




























The award winners at the dais, l. to r.:

Michael Whibley, Keri Klinger Memorial Declarer Play of the Year;

Peter Boyd, Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year;

Michal Klukowski, IBPA Personality of the Year;

Steve Robinson, Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year;

Kevin Rosenberg, Richard Freeman Junior Deal of the Year;

Pablo Ravenna, Gidwani Family Trust Defence of the Year






IBPA Personality of the Year



Michal Klukowski, Poland















To say that Michal Klukowski burst upon the bridge scene recently would not quite be accurate. Though still in his early twenties and still eligible for Junior events, Klukowski has already had the distinction of winning an Open World Team Championship and then, subsequently, a World Junior Team Championship. Only Roland Rohowsky of Germany had previously accomplished this feat.


Klukowski first came to world prominence in 2012, winning the Youngsters (Under-21) World Team Championship in Taicang as a member of the Polish team. (He had begun winning Polish Championships in 2011, at 15 years of age.) Two years later, he won the Rosenblum Cup in Sanya and then, in 2015, won the Bermuda Bowl in Chennai. In 2016, the second Youth bookend was put into place when Klukowski won the Junior (Under-26) World Team Championship in Salsomaggiore. Then, last year, came another Rosenblum win, or almost. Although his team (Zimmermann) won the final, they were knocked down to second place due to an adverse drug-test ruling on one of Klukowski’s teammates, Geir Helgemo. Upon appeal, the win was reinstated, with the support of their opponents, Lavazza—that was Klukowski’s fifth World Championship.



Although he will be eligible for one more Junior World Team Championship, another victory in that event might be problematic since he’ll be moving to Switzerland with his partner, Piotr Gawrys, to join the new-look Zimmermann team. That having been said, many more Open Team wins will likely follow.



Klukowski is currently just 23 years of age; his partner Gawrys won a World Championship 12 years before Klukowski was even born (the 1984 Olympiad Teams in Seattle, as a youngster himself). He obviously recognised the teenager’s talent early on, snapping him up as a partner five years ago and winning the Rosenblum in the process, defeating, ironically, their current sponsor Zimmermann, in the final. Klukowski has had lots of success in European and ACBL Championships as well, with several wins and other high finishes under his belt.











Michal Klukowski accepts the award as IBPA Personality of the Year









Here is Michal Klukowski in action as described by Ron Klinger in Ron’s article about the 2014 Rosenblum Cup. Klukowski was 18 years old at the time.



A Star Has Risen in the East



The final of the Rosenblum World Open Knockout Teams Championship between the Polish team MAZURKIEWICZ (Marcin Mazurkiewicz/Krzysztof Jassem, Piotr Gawrys/Michal Klukowski, Stanislaw Golebiowski/Wlodzimierz Starkowski) and MONACO (Pierre Zimmermann/Franck Multon, Fulvio Fantoni/Claudio Nunes, Geir Helgemo/Tor Helness), the favourites to win the title, was over 56 boards in four sessions.



The first significant result arose on Board 5 and features Poland’s newest star, Michal Klukowski.



	Dealer North. NS Vul.

			[	A Q 7 2

			]	K 5 4 3

			{	A 6 3 2

			}	3

	[	8 6 4			[	K J 10 9 5

	]	8			]	A 9 6

	{	9 4			{	J 10 8 5

	}	A J 9 8 7 5 4			}	Q

			[	3

			]	Q J 10 7 2

			{	K Q 7

			}	K 10 6 2



At one table, Jassem/Mazurkiewicz had saved in four spades doubled over four hearts, ceding 300 points. The sacrifice would have been worthwhile if four hearts could be made, but was that likely?



	West	North	East	South

	Helgemo	Gawrys	Helness	Klukowski

	—	1{	1[	2]

	2[	3]	Pass	3[

	4}	4]	Pass	Pass

	Pass



The four of spades was led to the ace, five and three. Declarer played the three of clubs and let East’s queen hold the trick. East switched to the five of diamonds, won by South with the king. Declarer played the queen of hearts, ducked by East, and continued with the jack of hearts, won by the ace as West discarded a club. East returned the nine of hearts to dummy’s king. That left one trump in dummy. South had three club losers and could ruff only one of them. South ruffed dummy’s two of spades, played the seven of diamonds to dummy’s ace, then ruffed the seven of spades. This was the position:










			[	Q

			]	5

			{	6 3

			}	—

	[	—			[	K J

	]	—			]	—

	{	—			{	J 10

	}	A J 9 8			}	—

			[	—

			]	—

			{	Q

			}	K 10 6



Declarer had lost only one trick so far. He played the king of clubs. West took the ace and South discarded the three of diamonds from dummy. West was endplayed and could not avoid letting South make a trick with the ten of clubs; North/South plus 620 and an 8-IMP gain.



We might well have recognised Michal Klukowski as “IBPA Personality of the Year” in any of the years after that Rosenblum win. Nonetheless, at 23, he is still our youngest-ever winner.










Keri Klinger Memorial

Declarer Play of the Year



Winner: Michael Whibley (New Zealand)

Journalist: Liam Milne (Australia)

Article: The 2019 Gold Coast Congress

Event: 58th Gold Coast Congress, Broadbeach, QLD. Australia, Feb. 15-23, 2019

Open Teams Qualifying Match 4, McAllister v. Cormack

Source: IBPA Bulletin 650, March 2019, p. 19









Michael Whibley takes to the podium to accept his award for the

Keri Klinger Memorial Declarer Play of the Year











Once in a while, a play or bid is found which is breathtaking in its originality. Such a play was found by Michael Whibley of New Zealand as declarer on the following deal, authored by Liam Milne of Sydney.












Open Teams Qualifying Match 4

Liam Milne, Sydney



In the last match of day one of the Open Teams, the second seeds McALLISTER (John McAllister/Sartaj Hans, Michael Whibley/Matthew Brown) took on ninth-seeded CORMACK (Jan Cormack/Stephen Lester, Jet Liu/Jun Lei). This was a fine piece of deception by Whibley: 



			Board 16. Dealer West. EW Vul.

					[	J 10 6 4

					]	J 9 8 5

					{	K Q 9 7

					}	3

			[	K Q 8 5 			[	A 9

			]	7 4 3 			]	K Q 10

			{	A 8 			{	6 5 4

			}	A K 4 2 			}	J 10 8 6 5

					[	7 3 2

					]	A 6 2

					{	J 10 3 2

					}	Q 9 7



	West	North	East	South 

	Whibley	Cormack	Brown	Lester 

	1NT	Pass	3}1	Pass 

	3{2	Pass	3NT	Pass 

	Pass	Pass	Pass

	1.	Puppet Stayman

	2.	No 5-card major



Cormack led the spade jack. If declarer takes this and misguesses clubs, the defence will have no problem switching to diamonds and the final result will be one down. Many tables did exactly that. Not Whibley: he ducked the jack of spades in both hands! The defence naturally continued spades and, when they got in with the queen of clubs, played another spade, transfixed by the trick one duck into believing that this was declarer’s weak suit. Now Whibley had time to set up the ninth trick in hearts for plus 600.



At the other table, McAllister as North doubled a Precision one-club opening to show both majors. This backfired when it got Hans off to the wrong lead (a low heart) and declarer also used the information to pick the club suit up for plus 660 and 2 IMPs to CORMACK.









Liam Milne, winning journalist for Michael Whibley’s deal, enters the auditorium







Other Shortlisted Candidates



	Player 	Author	Bulletin

	Fu Zhong 	Jerry Li	645 Oct. 2018, p. 8

	Barbara Travis	Ron Klinger	648 Jan. 2019, p. 3

	Tom Johansen 	Knut Kjærnsrød	649 Feb. 2019, p. 4

	Nils Kvangraven 	Knut Kjærnsrød	649 Feb. 2019, p. 5

	Norberto Bocchi 	David Stern	652 May 2019, p. 7

	Tor Eivind Grude	Nils Kvangraven	652 May 2019, p. 8











1 of 28

Gidwani Family Trust

Defence of the Year





Winner: Pablo Ravenna (Argentina)

Journalist: Ana Roth & Fernando Lema (Argentina)

Article: 11th Rosenblum Cup

Event: 15th World Bridge Series, Orlando, FL, USA, Sep. 21-Oct. 6, 2018

Source: IBPA Bulletin 639, April 2018, p. 3









Pablo Ravenna receives his award for the

Gidwani Family Trust Defence of the Year

at the IBPA Awards Ceremony in Sanya











Most times, defence is a partnership effort, but occasionally, a single play or a series of plays by one player stands out, while his partner is little more than a bystander, following suit throughout. Such was the case here, as Pablo Ravenna’s star shone brightly.





The venue for the 15th World Bridge Series – Orlando World Center Marriott



Rosenblum Quarterfinal Stanza 2

CHAGAS v LAVAZZA

Ana Roth & Fernando Lema, Buenos Aries



The LAVAZZA versus CHAGAS match was dramatic until the last board. In the end, LAVAZZA won by 6 IMPs and made their way to the semifinals. At one of the tables, the Italian team was represented by Dennis Bilde/Giorgio Duboin as North/South while for the CHAGAS team, Marcos Thoma sat West and Pablo Ravenna East.



The following board saw an excellent defence by Ravenna that managed to fool the declarer into going down in a cold contract.



		Board 52. Dealer West. Neither Vul.

			[	A K 10 7 6 5 3

			]	A 10 4

			{	J

			}	3 2		

	[	Q 4			[	J 2

	]	K Q 9 2			]	8 7 6 5 3  

	{	A K Q 6			{	9 8 7 4 3

	}	Q 8 4			}	A	

			[	9 8 

			]	J

			{	10 5 2

			}	K J 10 9 7 6 5



	West	North	East	South

	Thoma	Bilde	Ravenna	Duboin

	1}	1[	Double	Pass

	4]	4[	Pass	Pass

	Double	Pass	Pass	Pass



Ravenna led the ace of clubs. After winning the first trick, East shifted to a trump to stop declarer’s potential heart ruffs. Looking at dummy’s nine-eight of spades, he led the two so that declarer could not develop a late entry to the table with the nine of spades. Bilde played the eight of spades, Thoma the queen, and declarer won with his trump ace.



The BBO commentators thought that it looked like minus 590 at this point. However, Bilde continued with a club and Ravenna discarded the eight of hearts. He was still thinking about denying declarer the nine of spades as an entry to the clubs in dummy. Declarer won the trick with the king of clubs. At that point, Bilde believed that Thoma had both of the remaining trumps.



Declarer played another club and, after this play, he could no longer make the contract. When Bilde played dummy’s six of clubs, Thoma played his queen, Bilde ruffed with the seven of spades and Ravenna discarded another heart. Declarer continued with the ace of hearts, ruffed a heart in dummy, and then played a club. Thoma ruffed with his four of spades and Bilde threw his last heart loser. Ravenna pitched his last heart too. Thoma returned the king of hearts; Bilde ruffed with the six of spades, but Ravenna now over-ruffed and the diamond trick to come meant one off. That was fantastic defence. Bravo!



Double dummy, there is no legitimate way to beat four spades. After the ace of clubs lead and, say, a spade shift, declarer utilizes the bidding to deduce that West holds all the red high cards and draws trumps, squeeze-endplaying him.







Fernando Lema, Pablo Ravenna’s award-winning journalist, makes his entrance



Other Shortlisted Candidates



	Player 	Author	Bulletin

	Justyna Zmuda 	Marek Wojcicki	643 Aug. 2018, p. 20

	Liam Milne/Tor Eivind Grude	Ron Klinger	644 Sep. 2018, p. 7

	Thomas Bessis 	Jerry Li	649 Feb. 2019, p. 3

	Adam Wildavsky/Doug Doub 	Suzi Subeck	653 Jun. 2019, p. 2

	John Diamond	Suzi Subeck	653 Jun. 2019, p. 6

	Ajay Khare/Raju Tolani 	Anant Bhagwat	653 Jun. 2019, p. 17






Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year





Winners: Peter Boyd/Steve Robinson (USA)

Journalist: Chip Dombrowski (USA)

Article: Inclusion

Event: 2018 Fall NABC, Honolulu, HI, USA, Nov. 22-Dec. 3

Baze Senior KO Quarterfinals

Source: IBPA Bulletin 647, December 2019, p. 6







Peter Boyd accepts the Award for the Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year







Steve Robinson accepts the Award for the Yeh Bros. Best Bid Deal of the Year





Peter Boyd and Steve Robinson have been playing together for decades and have many thoughtful, delicate and/or unusual agreements. They used one such agreement here to reach a 26-HCP grand slam in the Baze Senior Knockout Teams in Honolulu.









	

	Diamondhead from Waikiki Beach





Inclusion

Chip Dombrowski, Memphis



Playing in the quarterfinals of the Baze Senior KO, Steve Robinson and Peter Boyd employed an unusual control-asking treatment that landed them in the plum spot.



Dealer North. NS Vul.

			[	K J 10 9 7 4

			]	A 6

			{	A J 7

			}	K 10

	[	6			[	Q 5

	]	9			]	Q J 8 3

	{	6 4 3 2			{	Q 9 8

	}	A Q 9 8 4 3 2		}	J 7 6 5

			[	A 8 3 2

			]	K 10 7 5 4 2

			{	K 10 5

			}	—



	West	North	East	South

  	  	Robinson	  	Boyd

	—	1[	Pass	4}1

	Pass	5}2	Pass	5[3

	Pass	5NT4	Pass	7[

	Pass	Pass	Pass

1.	Splinter

2.	‘Key-Card’ ask, including a club void

3.	2 key cards (club void is a key card), no [Q

4.	King ask; guarantees all key cards and the spade queen



That was a handy little gadget to have in the toolbox! Should it be called “Roman Key Card Inclusion Super Gerber”?



Other Shortlisted Candidates



	Player 	Author	Bulletin

	Michal Klukowski/Piotr Zatorski 	Fu Qiang	643 Aug. 2018, p. 5

	Jeff Meckstroth/Eric Rodwell	David Bird	645 Oct. 2018, p. 12

	Denis Bilde/Giorgio Duboin 	Brian Senior	645 Oct. 2018, p. 13

	Andrew Robson	David Bird	645 Oct. 2018, p. 16

	Simon Hult/Peter Bertheau	ACBL Bulletin	651 Apr. 2019, p. 13

	Nicola Smith/Yvonne Wiseman	Mark Horton	653 Jun. 2019, p. 13








Richard Freeman

Junior Deal of the Year





Winner: Kevin Rosenberg (USA)

Journalist: John Hurd (USA)

Article: Hurts So Good

Event: 2019 Spring NABC, Memphis, TN, USA, Platinum Pairs

Source: IBPA Bulletin 651, April 2019, p. 12













Kevin Rosenberg at the podium –

Kevin won the Richard Freeman Junior Deal of the Year award















Hurts So Good

John Hurd, New York City



	Board 8. Dealer East. Neither Vul. 

			[	A Q 8 3

			]	J 5 2

			{	K Q 4 3

			}	A 10



			[	J 10

			]	K 10 8 7 6

			{	A 10 7 6

			}	K 7



Here, you reach four hearts from the South seat:



	West	North	East	South

	—	—	Pass	1]

	Pass	2}	Pass	2{

	Pass	2]	Pass	2NT

	Pass	3{	Pass	3]

	Pass	3[	Pass	3NT

	Pass	4]	Pass	Pass

	Pass



South showed his 2=5=4=2 shape and admitted that he would cooperate with a slam venture over three spades, rejected by North. As declarer, you win the club lead in dummy and have to decide how to play trumps. At the table, declarer, Hurd, led a low heart from the board, took the queen with the king, and then ran the eight of hearts. This was the full deal:



			[	A Q 8 3

			]	J 5 2	

			{	K Q 4 3

			}	A 10

	[	K 9 7 6 4			[	5 2

	]	4 3			]	A Q 9

	{	9 8 5			{	J 2

	}	9 4 3			}	Q J 8 6 5 2

			[	J 10

			]	K 10 8 7 6

			{	A 10 7 6

			}	K 7



When Kevin Rosenberg made the nine, he not only had a brilliancy prize entry, but the admiration of his opponents, Jeff Meckstroth and myself, and his own partner, David Gold!





Other Shortlisted Candidates



	Player 	Author	Bulletin

	Tuana Altun 	Suleyman Kolata	642 Jul. 2018, p. 19

	Aleksi Aaltu	Kees Tammens	644 Sep. 2018, p. 13

	Julien Bernard 	Kees Tammens	648 Jan. 2019, p. 4

	Sanna Clementsson 	Mark Horton	651 Apr. 2019, p. 6

	Thibo Sprinkhuisen/Guy Mendes	Aarnout Helmich	652 May 2019, p. 16










Master Point Press

IBPA Book of the Year

(Awarded at the IBPA AGM at the World Bridge Championships

in Wuhan, September 23, 2019)



Master of Bridge Psychology: Inside the Remarkable Mind of Peter Fredin

By Jeppe Juhl, with Peter Fredin

Master Point Press, Toronto (April 15, 2019); paperback, 240 pp.











From the publisher: This may be the funniest bridge biography you will ever read. Peter Fredin of Sweden won the 2009 European Pairs championship and is a multiple medalist in events at the world level. His style and approach to bridge owe more to psychology than to the mathematics of the game, something that often lands him in unusual situations at the table. Being one of the world’s best card players, he can generally find a way to extricate himself. Danish journalist Jeppe Juhl, a close personal friend of Fredin, has collected some of Fredin’s best and worst moments into a book that offers superlative entertainment for any bridge player.



Jeppe Juhl is an award-winning print and TV journalist who is an expert player of poker, bridge, chess, backgammon and Scrabble. Peter Fredin (Sweden) has several top-three finishes in world pairs and teams competitions and has won numerous events in his native Sweden and around the world. Other top-level experts fear and respect him as a challenging opponent, whose imaginative style along with his exceptional card-reading puts them under constant pressure.









Peter Fredin at the table



From The Bridge World: This is not your typical bridge biography.  Along with the brilliancies, Juhl displays the dark side – Fredin's explosive temper, his banishment from the Swedish national team, some seemingly-incredible blunders where a weak declarer would have succeeded easily, and the endless controversies (including his bold comments that the bridge cheats are still lurking, despite the 2015 purge of some prominent offenders). Several deals feature original plays and coups that few have ever seen or considered before. Bruce Altshuler, The Bridge World, 02/15/2019.





Other Shortlisted Candidates



David Bird & Larry Cohen, On the Other Hand: Bridge Cardplay Explained, Master Point Press, 2019, 228 pp.



Eric Kokish & Mark Horton, Close Encounters Book 2: Bridge’s Greatest Matches (2003-2017), Master Point Press, 2019, 318 pp.



Adam Parrish, When to Bid Notrump (And How to Play It), Bridge Winners Press, 2019, 255 pp.



Marc Smith, Enterprising Bridge Tales – The Next Generation, “To boldly go where no bridge players have gone before”, Master Point Press, 2018, 247 pp.



Avon Wilsmore, Under the Table: The Case Against the Blue Team, Hamman & Associates, LLC, 2019, 396 pp.




Alan Truscott Memorial Award

(Awarded at the IBPA AGM at the World Bridge Championships

in Wuhan, September 23, 2019)



Alan Truscott, circa 1964, The New York Times



The Alan Truscott Award is presented periodically to an individual or organisation that, in the opinion of the IBPA Executive, has done something in the world of bridge that Alan would have approved of and appreciated. Alan was an IBPA Executive member, serving as its president from 1981 to 1985 and was the long-time bridge editor of the New York Times. Alan was also a fine player: before leaving Great Britain for the United States, Alan represented Great Britain internationally, earning a first and second in the European Team Championships and a third in the Bermuda Bowl. Before such things were forbidden, he served as the NPC for Bermuda and Brazil in World Championships.



2019 Recipient: Simon Cochemé







Simon Cochemé has worn many hats and has had many successes in bridge although, as he would hasten to add, not necessarily at the table. The IBPA Executive believes Alan would have heartily approved of Simon’s receiving the named after him. Here are a few of Simon’s achievements;



Bachelor Bridge: The Amorous Adventures of Jack O'Hearts, (Master Bridge) Paperback, published in 1994 was co-written with David Bird and concerns the bridge-playing Jack O'Hearts searching high and low for the perfect partner. Stepping alphabetically and uncertainly from Anna to Bianca, Claire and Debbie, all the way to Zoe, he plays in such exotic surroundings as the Cockney Club (where the bidding is in rhyming slang), a Gauloise-scented club in Paris, and Interview Room D of the local police station. The characters of the various players are reflected in their bidding and play.



Simon also writes a witty column which appears monthly in English Bridge magazine. He celebrated his 70th birthday with a duplicate at the Young Chelsea Bridge Club at the end of November, 2017. The deals were ‘prepared’, each containing a problem of one sort or another, some well-known, others less so. The question was, would the players reach the intended contracts and recognise the problem, or would they find their own unique way to get lost? The party was overseen by club manager Nick Sandqvist.



Simon was editor of Night of the Stars, a charity pro-am with a booklet of the deals analysed by top players. Typically, more than 50 tables took part, with a star at each table. About ten bridge clubs also played the same deals.



Simon was the chief organiser of the Lederer Memorial Trophy, a small and exclusive invitational teams event held annually at the Young Chelsea Bridge Club (and now at the Royal Automobile Club). One of Simon’s duties was to ensure that a high-quality field was present at each edition.



Bridge the Musical, a musical play written by Simon features well-known songs as its themes. This is the synopsis: Overture (Bridge over Troubled Water). Act I. The scene is a bridge club, run by Red Pepper, a Vietnam vet. One of the members, Regina, is in a troubled relationship with Jacques and believes he doesn’t really love her (Wooden Heart). Lucy, a free spirit, picks up a wonderful hand with eight diamonds (Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best Friend). She overbids and the other three players comment (Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds). She is extremely fortunate that her partner, Francisco, puts down an excellent dummy and Regina and Jacques eye it jealously (I Wanna Hold Your Hand). Lucy plays poorly. With three tricks left, she realises she has cut herself off from a winner in dummy (I Left My Heart in the Hand of Francisco), while Regina and Jacques console Francisco (Your Tiny Hand is Frozen).




The John E. Simon

IBPA Sportsmanship of the Year Award

(Awarded at the IBPA AGM at the World Bridge Championships

in Wuhan, September 23, 2019)







John E. Simon













The John E. Simon IBPA Sportsmanship Award is presented periodically, when justified, to an individual, pair, team or group which displays an outstanding act of sportsmanlike conduct in bridge, at or away from the table.







2019 Recipient: The Australian Junior (Under-26) Team at the Open World Youth Championships







The Australian Under-26 team at the Joan Gerard Awards presentation during

the 2019 Open World Youth Championships in Opatija, Croatia:

(l. to r.) Non-Playing Captain Michael Doecke, Renée Cooper, Jamie Thompson,

Andrew Spooner, Nicholas Ranson, John McMahon, Matthew Smith







Renée Cooper accepts the John E. Simon IBPA Sportsmanship of the Year Award

on behalf of her team from John Carruthers, IBPA Bulletin Editor





By now, it is well-known that the Australian Junior (Under-26) team at the recent World Open Youth Championships in Opatija, Croatia, reported a scoring error in their opponents’ favour that resulted in a draw in their quarterfinal knockout match against Japan instead of a win by Australia. The error was just a single IMP and, prior to the correction, both teams had thought that Australia had won the match by that 1 IMP. Instead, the conditions of contest mandated a two-board playoff for a drawn match. Australia won the playoff by 4 IMPs.



That display of integrity won the Australian team the Joan Gerard Award in the Under-26 category at the Youth Championships in Opatija. The awards, named in honour of Joan Gerard, whose dedication and selfless contributions to bridge in New York, the ACBL and the WBF lasted throughout her lifetime, are presented in Under-16, Under-21, Under-26 and Under-26 Women divisions, go to players who best embody the attributes of sportsmanship, friendliness and competitiveness during the World Open Youth Championships.



IBPA is delighted to add to the plaudits by awarding the Australian team the John E. Simon Sportsmanship of the Year Award. The Simon Award is given periodically to a player, pair or team who exhibits a high degree of sportsmanlike behaviour. The Australian team comprised Renée Cooper, John McMahon, Nicholas Ranson, Matthew Smith, Andrew Spooner and Jamie Thompson, with Michael Doecke as their NPC.



When congratulated on their fine sportsmanship and integrity, NPC Michael Doecke commented graciously, “I've passed your message on to John and Nico who were the ones that recognised the error. Although they appreciate the sentiment, every single team we have played against has displayed outstanding sportsmanship. In the same position, I'm certain that the Japanese team (or any other team) would have done the same thing.”



Renée Cooper was presented with the award on behalf of her team in Wuhan, China, September 23rd on the occasion of the IBPA Annual General Meeting.
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